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PART A

1. Research Hypothesis ()
2. What do you mean by 'reference' in research wri ngs? (An)
3. What do you mean by tracking study? ()
4. Define data with an example. ()
5. Ordinal scale ()
6. Recall test ()
7. Deduc ve Method ()
8. A ribute Variables ()
9. What do you mean by paraphrasing? ()

10. What do you mean by mean? ()

PART B

11. Write notes on any two of the following.
a) Factor analysis
b) Mul variate analysis
c) Non-probability sampling

()

12. Explain the various sources from which research problems are iden fied. ()
13. What are the general principles of test, measurement and evalua on? ()
14. Why is a ‘review of literature’ included in a research report? ()
15. Discuss the various sources of developing hypothesis. ()
16. What are the main aims of presenta on of the research findings? (A)
17. State the empirical rela onship between mean, median and mode. ()
18. Explain the three func onal research areas in adver sing. ()

PART C

19. Write notes on any two of the following.
a) Func ons of research report
b) Footnotes and Bibliography
c) Technical report

()
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(5 x 2 = 10)

20. a) What are the various methods of Linear Regression Analysis? Explain.
b) What is factor analysis? Explain with an example. ()

21. a) Briefly describe the different steps involved in a research process. b)
Explain the techniques involved in defining a research problem. ()

22. Explain briefly the various methods available for data collec on in
quan ta ve researches. ()
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